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Abstract:- Nowadays, most transactions take place online, which means that credit cards and 

other online payment systems are involved. This method is convenient for the company and the 

customer. The digital age seems to have provided some very useful features that have changed 

the way businesses and consumers interact, but for a charge. “Credit card fraud” outlays the 

card industry literally billions of dollars a year. Financial institutions are constantly striving to 

improve fraud detection systems, but at the same time, fraudsters are finding new ways to break 

into systems. Preventing and detecting “Credit card fraud” has become an emergency. Data 

mining techniques can be very useful in detecting financial fraud, as large and complex financial 

data processing poses major challenges for financial institutions. In recent years, several 

studies have used machine learning and data mining techniques to combat this problem. The 

main aim of this paper is to implement the performance of the machine learning based 

classifiers on  Credit card fraud detection dataset. 

Keywords: Machine Learning, Credit card fraud, fraud detection, Classifiers. 
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1. Introduction 

A large amount of data is available in the 

information sector. There is no benefit until this data 

is transformed into useful information. This extensive 

data needs to be analyzed and useful information 

gathered. Data capture is not the only method we 

need to implement; Data mining also includes 

alternative processes such as data cleansing, data 

integration, data transformation, data mining, model 

evaluation, and data presentation. Once all these 

processes are complete, we can be ready to use this 

information in many applications, such as fraudulent 

detection, market analysis, product control, research, 

and so on. The aggregated data or knowledge may be 

used in one of the following cases: Market analysis, 

Fraud detection, Customer loyalty, Production 

control, scientific research and Mining applications. 

Detecting credit card fraud through machine 

learning develops a model that provides the best 

results in the process of finding data and detecting 

and preventing fraudulent transactions. This is 
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achieved by combining all relevant card customer 

transaction functions, such as date, customer 

territory, product category, size, supplier, and 

customer behavior. Information flows through a well-

designed model that finds patterns and rules for 

classifying a transaction as fraudulent or legitimate. 

Now that we know what fraud protection is, let's look 

at the most common threats. 

 
Figure 1.Credit card fraud detection Life cycle 

Clone transactions: Cloning transactions have 

become popular in various credit card scams. This 

means that the actual transaction is a forgery of the 

transaction or the actual transaction. This happens 

when a company tries to pay a partner several times 

by sending the same invoice to different departments. 

The traditional rule-based fraud detection algorithm 

method does not work to separate fraudulent 

transactions from irregular or irregular transactions.  

Creation of false applications. 

Credit card fraud is often associated with 

account / identity / credit card theft. Someone is 

requesting a new credit account or a new credit card 

on behalf of another. First, the authors stole 

documents that could be used as evidence to 

substantiate their false allegations. 

Irregular identification is used to find out if 

a transaction has unusual patterns, such as date and 

time or number of items. If the algorithm detects such 

unusual behavior, the bank's customer will be 

protected by certain verification methods. 

Credit card amortization (electronic or manual). 

Credit card counterfeiting or credit card 

counterfeiting is making an illegal copy of a credit or 

debit card with a device that reads and copies 

information from the original card. Credit card 

fraudsters use machines called "skimmers" to collect 

and store card numbers and other credit card 

information and sell them to criminals. 

 

Remainng Paper is organized as Section 2 

describes literature review,Section 3 Describes the 

System study, Section 4 describes result and analysis 

and Section 5 Concludes the paper 

 

2. Literature Review 
Vaishnavi Nath Dornadula et al. (2019) 

[1]Credit card fraud is a simple and user-friendly 

goal. E-commerce and many other online sites have 

increased online payment methods, increasing the 

risk of online fraud. As fraud rates increase, 

researchers have begun to use a variety of machine 

learning techniques to detect and analyse fraud in 

online transactions. 

Venkata Suryanarayana, S et al. (2018) [2] 

Due to the widespread use of credit cards, fraud 

seems to be a major problem in the credit card 

industry. It is very difficult to obtain statistics on the 

impact of fraud, as companies and banks are reluctant 

to disclose the amount of losses caused by fraud. At 

the same time, public data has little to do with 

privacy issues, leaving many unanswered questions 

about the best strategy. Another problem with 

estimating the loss of credit card fraud is that we can 

only measure the loss of fraud we have seen, not the 

extent of unreported / unrecognized fraud. 

M. A. Al-Shabi et al. (2019) [3]Fraudulent 

credit card transactions remain one of the problems 

faced by businesses and banks; It causes billions of 

dollars in losses every year. One of the main 

challenges in this area is the efficient development of 

algorithms. The purpose of this article is to provide 

an effective method for automatically detecting credit 

card fraud involving insurance companies using an 

in-depth training algorithm called Auto Encoders. 

The proposed solution is based on the training of an 

auto coder for general data reconstruction. Anomalies 

can be identified by defining the input of the 

reconstruction error and treating cases with a higher 

input as anomalies. The algorithm was able to detect 

fraudulent transactions between 64% at entry, 79% at 

the threshold and 91% with a threshold = 91, which is 

better in terms of performance compared to an 

unbalanced data set with a logistic regression of 57%. 
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The literary survey provides a detailed 

overview of bank fraud and, in particular, credit card 

fraud. It also looks at the methods proposed to 

prevent these frauds. Various artificial neural 

network methods, ant colony optimization 

techniques, particle flock optimization, hidden 

Markov model, support vector machines, clustering 

and outdoor detection methods. In addition to these 

methods, the formation of multiple clusters and the 

collective behavior of animals will be considered, 

which will be used in this study to optimize 

performance by reducing errors. 

 

3.System Study 
3.1 Artificial intelligence techniques 

 Fraud detection is a knowledge-based 

activity. The main AI methods used to detect 

fraud are: 

 Acquisition Data Automatically finds 

associations and rules in data that represent 

interesting extraction and fraud patterns to 

classify, group, and separate research data. 

 Fraud detection expert codes in the form of 

rules. 

 An AC class approximation class, a group of 

suspicious behavior, or samples can be 

automatically (unnoticed) or associated with 

given records. 

 Machine learning techniques to 

automatically detect the symptoms of fraud. 

 Etc. can independently use neural networks 

to create taxonomies, groupings, 

generalizations, and forecasts that can then 

be compared with internal audit findings or 

official financial statements. 

3.2 Types of Credit card fraud detection 

Techniques 

 
Figure 2.  Hirarchical structre for fraud detection 

techniques 

Fraud Detection 

Data mining is also used in the field of credit card 

services and telecommunications to detect fraud. For 

fraudulent mobile calls, it lets you know the purpose 

of the call, the duration of the call, the time of day or 

week, and so on[4]. It also analyzes models that 

differ from the forthcoming rules. 

 
Figure 3. Proposed System Architecture 

Dataset and Description: 

Source of the dataset for Credit card fraud 

transactions are collected form the Kaggle Source, 

which is freely available. 

Dataset: Credit card dataset which contains credit 

card transactions in September 2013by European 

cardholders occur in two days. Where, we have 492 

frauds out of 284,807 transactions. It contains 

numeric input variables result of PCA transformation 

.Features V1, V2, V3, and V4……., V28 are the 

principal components obtained with PCA. The other 

two features „time‟ and  „amount‟ have not been 

transformed to PCA. The feature amount‟ is used as 

independent variable of transaction amount, and 

feature „time‟ contains seconds elapsed between each 

transaction and first transaction in the data set. 

Response variable, as the class variable, takes value 1 

in case of fraud and 0 otherwise. 

Information gain: 

 
In above formula 1, pi is the nonzero probability that 

an arbitrary tuple in D belongs to class ci, and Info 

(D) also known as Entropy of D. 

 

3.3 Fraud Detection Methods and Approaches: 

 iPredictive  imodeling[5] :  iis  iused ito  ianalyze  

ithe  idata and ipredict the  outcome.Predictive 

modeling  iused  ito  ipredict  ithe  iunknown  ievent  

iwhich  imay  ioccur in  ithe  ifuture.iIn this process, 

iwe iare igoing ito icreate, itest iand ivalidate ithe 
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imodel. iThere iare idifferent imethods iin ipredictive 

imodeling. iThey iare ilearning, iartificial 

iintelligence iand istatistics. iOnce iwe icreate ia 

imodel, iwe ican  iuse imany itimes, ito  idetermine 

the iprobability  iof ioutcomes. iSo predict imodel 

isireusabl.iHistorical idata iis iused itoitrainian 

algorithm. iThe ipredictiveimodeling  iprocess iis ian 

iiterative  iprocess  iand  ioften iinvolves itraining 

ithe imodel, iusing imultiple imodels ion ithe isame 

idataset. 

The  iProcess of Predictive Modeling: 

 Creating  imodel 

 To icreate  ia  imodel  ito irun  one  or imore 

algorithms  on ithe data iset. i 

 Testing  ia  imodel: i 

 The  itesting  iis  idone ion past idata ito  see  

ihow  ithe  ibest  imodel  ipredicts. i 

 Validating  ia I model: i 

 Using  ivisualization  itools to  validate  ithe  

imodel[6]. i 

 Evaluating  ia  imodel: i 

 Evaluating  ithe  ibest  ifit  imodel  ifrom  

ithe  imodels iused  iand  ichoosing  ithe  

imodel  iright ifitted  ifor  ithe  idata. 

Decision iTrees 

Decision itrees are used toichoose ibetween 

iseveralicoursesiof iaction.It providesieffective 

istructure ito iinvestigate ithe ipossible 

outcomes.iDecision itrees iuse itree istructure to build 

classificationior regression  imodel. iA decision itree 

is ia iflowchart  ilike itree istructure, iwhere non leaf 

inode  idenotes ia itestion  iattribute. iIn  ithe iresults, 

ithe idecision  itree  iwill  ihave ia decision inode 

iand ileaf inodes. A idecision inode iis ia 

icombination iof itwo ior imore ibranches; ieach 

ibranch irepresents ia  value forithe iattribute iwhich  

iis  itested. iThe  ileaf inode  iholds ia class ilabel; 

ithe itop imost  inode iin ithe decision tree are icalled  

ias  iroot inode. iWhich icorresponds  ito  ithe  ibest 

ipredictor iin the data? iDecision   trees ican ibe I 

used  ito  ianalyses  ithe  icategorical idata  iand  

inumerical  idata. iOne  of itheialgorithm iis  used ito 

ibuild ia ide iis idecision  itree iis  iID3  iwhich  iis 

ideveloped iby iJ. iRoss iQuinlan. iThis ialgorithm 

iuses top down iapproach iand  igreedy isearch. iThe 

itop idown iapproach iis irecursive idivide-and i–

conquer imethod. iBacktracking  iis  inot  iused  iin  

ithis  ialgorithm[8]. i 

Steps for making a decision tree are that firstly to 

Calculate the entropy of every : 

attribute using the dataset in problem then dataset is 

divided into subsets using the attribute for which gain 

is maximum or entropy is minimum after that to 

make a decision tree node containing that attribute 

and lastly recursion is performed on subsets using 

remaining attributes to create a decision tree. 

 
Figure 4.Decision tree 

Information igain: 

 
In iabove iformula i1, ipi iis ithe inonzero 

iprobability ithat ian iarbitrary ituple iin iD ibelongs 

ito iclass ici, iand iInfo i(D) ialso iknown ias 

iEntropy iof iD. The ilearning iof idecision itrees 

ifrom itraining ituples iusing iID3 iand iCART 

i(Classification iand iRegression iTrees)   ialgorithms  

iwere  iinvented  iindependently  iof  ione  ianother   

iaround  ithe  isame itime. iThe iID3 iand iCART  

ialgorithms iare iused ito igenerate idecision itree 

iinduction. iThese ialgorithms ialso ifollow itop 

idown iapproach iin irecursive imanner. iDecision  

itree  iis  ibuilt  ibased ion itraining  ituples  iare  

irecursively ipartitioned  iinto  ismaller  isubsets. 

 

Logistic iRegression 

Logistic iregression iis isimilar ito ilinear 

iregression ibut iinterpret icurve iis iusing inatural 

ilogarithm iof ithe i“odd” iof ithe itarget ivariable 

iwhich iis ideveloped iby istatistician iDavid icox iin 

i1958[9].To ipredict ithe iprobability iof ian ioutcome 

iwhich ihas itwo ivalues ieither izero ior ione, iyes ior 

ino iand ifalse ior itrue. iThe iprediction iis ibased ion 

ithe iuse iof ione ior iseveral ipredictors; ilogistic 

iregression iproduces ilogistic icurves, iwhich iare 

itwo ivalues iof izero iand ione. iLinear iregression 
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imodel iis iused ito ipredict ibinary itarget ivariables. 

iBinary itargets ivariables ieither i0 ior ione. iThe 

ilinear iregression iequation 

 
In iequation i(2) ithe   iactual  ivalue  iof  iY  iis  

ibinary  ivariable, ithen  ithe  ipredicted  iY ican  ibe  

iless ithan izero ior  igreater  ithan ione. iLogistic  

iRegression  ior  ilogit  imodel  iis  ia  iregression  

imodel  iwhere  ithe  idependent ivariable iis 

icategorical iand ianalyzes ithe irelationship ibetween  

imultiple iindependent ivariables. iBinary  iLogistic 

iRegression imodel  iis  iused ito  iestimate  ithe  

iprobability iof  ia I binary iresponse ibased ion ione 

ior imore ipredictors iThe iLogistic iRegression ican 

ibe ia  ibinomial, iordinal  ior I multinomial, iordinal 

iLogistic iRegressionidealsiwithidependent ivariables 

ithat iare iordered. iIn imultinomial iLogistic 

iRegression iwhere  ithe ioutcomes ican ihave ithree 

ior imore  ipossible itypes iare inot iin iorder. iThe 

iLogistic iRegression[10]iis used ito idetermine  

iprobability iof  ian ievent  ioccur   iover  ithe  

iprobability iof ian ievent inot ioccurred, iand ithen 

ipredicted ivariable  imay  ibe  icontinuous  ior  

icategorical. 

 

KNN classifiers  

Let‟s take a simple case to understand this 

algorithm. Following is a spread of red circles (RC) 

and green squares (GS)[11] : 

 K-Nearest iNeighbour iis ione iof ithe 

isimplest iMachine iLearning ialgorithms 

ibased ion iSupervised  iLearning 

itechnique. 

 K-NN  ialgorithm  iassumes  ithe isimilarity 

ibetween ithe inew icase/data iand iavailable 

icases iand iput  ithe  inew icase  iinto   ithe  

icategory  ithat  iis  imost  isimilar  ito  ithe 

iavailable icategories. 

 K-NN ialgorithm istores  iall  ithe  iavailable  

idata iand iclassifies  I a  inew idata ipoint  

ibased ion ithe isimilarity. iThis imeans  

iwhen  inew idata iappears  ithen iit  ican ibe 

ieasily iclassified  iinto ia iwell isuite  

icategory  iby  iusing iK- iNN ialgorithm. 

 K-NN ialgorithm  ican  ibe  iused ifor  

iRegression ias iwell ias  ifor  iClassification  

ibut  imostly  iit  iis iused  ifor  ithe  

iClassification  iproblems. 

 K-NN[12] iis ia inon-parametric ialgorithm, 

iwhich imeans iit idoes inot imake iany 

iassumption ion iunderlying idata. 

 It iis ialso icalled ia ilazy ilearner ialgorithm 

ibecause iit idoes inot ilearn ifrom ithe 

itraining iset iimmediately iinstead iit istores 

ithe idataset iand iat ithe itime iof 

iclassification, iit iperforms ian iaction ion 

ithe idataset. 

 KNN ialgorithm  iat  ithe  itraining  iphase  

ijust  istores  ithe  idataset  iand  iwhen  iit  

igets inew idata, ithen iit  iclassifies  ithat 

idata  iinto  ia icategory  ithat  iis  imuch  

isimilar  ito  ithe  inew idata. 

First ithe icredit icard idataset iis itaken ifrom ithe 

isource iand icleaning iand ivalidation iis iperformed 

ion ithe idataset iwhich  iincludes iremoval  iof  

iredundancy, ifilling iempty ispaces iin icolumns, 

iconverting  inecessary ivariable  iinto  ifactors  ior  

iclasses  ithen  idata iis  idivided  iinto  i2 ipart, ione  

iis  itraining  idataset  iand  ianother  ione  iis  itest  

idata iset. iNow  iK  ifold icross  ivalidation  iis  

idone ithat iis ithe ioriginal isample iis irandomly 

ipartitioned iinto ik iequal isized isubsamples. iOf 

ithe ik isubsamples, ia isingle isubsample iis iretained 

ias ithe ivalidation idata ifor itesting ithe imodel, iand 

ithe iremaining ik i−1 isubsamples iare iused ias  

itraining idata, iModels iare icreated  ifor  iLogistic 

iregression, iDecision itree, iSVM, iRandom iForest 

iand ithen iaccuracy, isensitivity, ispecificity, 

iprecision iare icalculated iand  ia icomparison iis 

imade. iThe idataset  iis  isourced ifrom iULB 

iMachine iLearning iGroup. iThe idataset icontains 

icredit icard itransactions imade iby iEuropean 

icardholders iaround iSeptember i2013 iand 

ioccurrence iof itransactions ithat ihappened iin itwo 

idays iare ipresented iby ithis idataset, iconsisting  iof  

i284,786  itransactions. iThe idataset iis ihighly 

iunbalanced iand iskewed itowards ithe ipositive 

iclass iand ipositive iclass ithat  iis  ifraud icases  

imake iup i0.173% iof ithe itransactions idata. iIt 

icontains ionly inumerical i(continuous) iinput 

ivariables iwhich  iare  ias ia iresul t iof ia iPrincipal 

iComponent iAnalysis i(PCA) ifeature iselection 

itransformation iresulting ito i28 iprincipal 

icomponents. iAnd itotal iof  i30  iinput  ifeatures  
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iare  iutilized  iin ithis istudy. iBehavioral  

icharacteristic iof ithe icard iis ishown iby ia ivariable 

iof ieach iprofile iusage irepresenting ithe ispending  

ihabits iof  ithe icustomers ialong iwith idays iof ithe 

imonth, ihours iof ithe iday, igeographical ilocations, 

ior itype iof ithe imerchant iwhere ithe  itransaction  

itakes  iplace. iAfterwards  ithese  ivariables iare 

iused ito icreate ia imodel iwhich idistinguish 

ifraudulent iactivities. iThe idetails iand ibackground 

iinformation iof ithe ifeatures icannot  ibe  ipresented 

idue  ito iconfidentiality iissues. iThe itime  ifeature  

istores  ithe  iseconds ithat ihas ielapsed ibetween 

ieach itransaction ialong iwith  ifirst  itransaction  iin  

ithe  idataset. iThe i'amount' ifeature  iis  ithe  

itransaction  iamount. iFeature  i'class' iis  ithe  itarget  

iclass ifor ithe ibinary iclassification iand iit itakes 

ivalue i1 ifor ipositive icase i(fraud) iand i0  ifor  

inegative  icase i(non ifraud). iFour ibasic imetrics 

iare iused iin ievaluating ithe iexperiments, inamely 

iTrue ipositive i(TPR), iTrue iNegative i(TNR), 

iFalse iPositive i(FPR) iand iFalse iNegative i(FNR) 

irates imetric i[13] .  

 
where iFN i, iFP i,TP,TN, iand iare ithe inumber iof  

ifalse  inegative  ifalse  ipositive i,true  ipositive  iand  

itrue  inegative  itest icases iclassified iwhile  itotal  

inumber  iof  ipositive  iand  inegative iclass icases 

iunder itest iare irepresented iby iP iand iN. iCases 

iclassified  irightly ias inegate iare itermed iwith itrue 

inegative iand  icases  iclassified ias  ipositive  

iwhich iare iactually ipositive iare itermed iwith 

iTrue ipositive i.Cases iclassified ias ipositive ibut  

iare  inegative  icases  iare  itermed ias  ifalse  

ipositive iand icases iclassified ias  inegative  ibut 

iare  itruly ipositive iare itermed ias ifalse inegative. 

iThe  iperformance iof  iClassifiers  iis  ievaluated  

ibased  ion  iaccuracy, iprecision, ispecificity  iand  

isensitivity. 

 

Sensitivity i(Recall) igives ithe iaccuracy ion 

ipositive i(fraud) icases iclassification. iSpecificity 

igives ithe iaccuracy ion inegative i(legitimate) icases 

iclassification. iPrecision igives ithe iaccuracy iin 

icases iclassified  ias  ifraud i(positive)[14]. 

 

4. Result analysis 
For implementing the proposed system, we 

use Python programming with PyCharm IDE[17]. 

Python is an open-source (free) programming 

language that is used in web programming, data 

science, artificial intelligence, and many scientific 

applications. Learning Python allows the programmer 

to focus on solving problems, rather than focusing on 

syntax. Crediticard dataset which contains credit card 

transactions in September 2013[18] by European 

cardholders occur in two days. Where, we have 492 

frauds out of 284,807 transactions. Load dataset with 

total of 284807 transactions, Class labeling : 0: 

Nonfraud  and 1 :Fraud   among total transactions of 

284807. 

 
Figure 5. Class labeling on dataset 

Data classification based on fraud and non fraud 

transactions which represent the color as Fraud: red, 

nongraud: green 

After classification it results : 

Table 1. Classification on fraud and nonfraud 

transactions among dataset. 

Class name Result 

0 (Nonfraud) 284315 

1 (fraud) 492 

Total  284807 

Comparing the performance on three Classifiers : 

1. Logistic Regression 

2. Decission Tree  

3. KNN Classifier  
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Logistic Regression: 

Prediction Accuracy:  0.9377685548 

Congussion matrix:  

Table 2. Format of the Confussion matrix  

Actual Predicted  Not a fraud Fraud 

Not a fraud 82017 3155 

Fraud  7461 77956 

 

Decision Tree : 

Prediction Accuracy:  0.99974207 

Congussion matrix:  

Table 3. Format of the Confussion matrix  

Actual Predicted  Not a fraud Fraud 

Not a fraud 85128 44 

Fraud  0 85417 

 

KNN Classifier : 

Prediction Accuracy:  0.99887448 

Congussion matrix:  

Table 4. Format of the Confussion matrix  

Actual Predicted  Not a fraud Fraud 

Not a fraud 84980 192 

Fraud  0 85417 

 

Finally got confusion metrics and high accuracy 

Overall prediction accuracy among the three machine 

Learning based classifiers are  

Table 5. Performance of Preidction acccuray  

Classifier Prediction Accuracy 

Regression Classifier 0.9377 

Decision tree Classifier 0.9997 

KNN Classifier 0.9988 

 

 
Figure 6. Overall classification performance  

From the above results over all prediction accuracy is 

improved by the Decision tree Classifer rather than 

the CNN and Regresion Classifiers. 

 

5.Conclussion 
In this paper we have implemented three 

classification algorithms based on machine learning 

Tehnology and from the experiments the result that 

has been concluded is that Logistic regression has a 

accuracy of 93.7% while KNN shows accuracy of 

99.88% and Decision tree shows accuracy of 99.97%. 

The results obtained thus conclude that Decision tree 

shows the most precise and high accuracy of 99.97% 

in problem of credit card fraud detection with dataset 

provided by kaggle source in machine learning. As a 

future a scope we suggest for the future research , do 

the experiment on large voume of credict card dataset  

and compare the performance of various classifiers 

with prediction accuracy, and efficencuy. 
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